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Abstract

Deep spatiotemporal models are used in a variety of
computer vision tasks, such as action recognition and video
object segmentation. Currently, there is a limited under-
standing of what information is captured by these models
in their intermediate representations. For example, while
it has been observed that action recognition algorithms
are heavily influenced by visual appearance in single static
frames, there is no quantitative methodology for evaluat-
ing such static bias in the latent representation compared to
bias toward dynamic information (e.g. motion). We tackle
this challenge by proposing a novel approach for quanti-
fying the static and dynamic biases of any spatiotemporal
model. To show the efficacy of our approach, we anal-
yse two widely studied tasks, action recognition and video
object segmentation. Our key findings are threefold: (i)
Most examined spatiotemporal models are biased toward
static information; although, certain two-stream architec-
tures with cross-connections show a better balance between
the static and dynamic information captured. (ii) Some
datasets that are commonly assumed to be biased toward
dynamics are actually biased toward static information.
(iii) Individual units (channels) in an architecture can be bi-
ased toward static, dynamic or a combination of the two. 1

1. Introduction
This paper focuses on the problem of interpreting the in-

formation learned by deep neural networks (DNNs) trained
for video understanding tasks. Interpreting deep spatiotem-
poral models is a largely understudied topic in computer vi-
sion despite their achieving state-of-the-art performance on
video understanding tasks, such as action recognition [53]
and video object segmentation [48]. These models are
trained in an end-to-end fashion to learn discriminative
static and dynamic features over space and time. Here, we
use the term static to refer to attributes that can be extracted
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Figure 1. We introduce a general technique that, given a model
and a video dataset, can quantify the bias in any intermediate rep-
resentation within the model toward encoding static (red) or dy-
namic (blue) information. We use this technique to study the tasks
of action recognition (squares) and video object segmentation (dia-
monds) and explore the effect of architectures and training datasets
on static and dynamic biases.

from a single image (e.g. color and texture) and the term dy-
namic to attributes that arise from consideration of multiple
frames (e.g. motion and dynamic texture).

While this learning-based paradigm has led to great suc-
cess across a wide range of tasks, the internal representa-
tions of the learned models remain largely opaque. This
lack of explainability is unsatisfying from both scientific
and application perspectives. From a scientific perspec-
tive, there is limited understanding of what information is
driving the decision-making underlying the network output.
Elucidating the decision-making process may yield direc-
tions to improve models. From an applications perspec-
tive, there have been multiple cases showing the ethical and
damaging consequences of deploying opaque vision mod-
els, e.g. [3, 21]. Currently, however, the explainability of
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spatiotemporal models is under-explored [25]. Some evi-
dence suggests that these models exhibit considerable bias
toward static information, e.g. [6,24,47]; therefore, an inter-
esting question to answer about the representations in deep
spatiotemporal models is: How much static and dynamic
information is being captured? While a few video inter-
pretation methods exist, they have various limitations, e.g.
being primarily qualitative [16], using a certain dataset that
prevents evaluating the effect of the training dataset [20] or
using classification accuracy as a metric without quantify-
ing a model’s internal representations [20, 39].

In response, we present a quantitative paradigm for eval-
uating the extent that spatiotemporal models are biased to-
ward static or dynamic information in their internal repre-
sentations. We define bias toward a certain factor (dynamic
or static) as the percentage of units (i.e. channels) within in-
termediate layers that encode that factor; see Fig. 1 (top).
Inspired by previous work [10, 27], we propose a metric
to estimate the amount of static vs. dynamic bias based on
the mutual information between sampled video pairs corre-
sponding to these factors. We explore two common tasks to
show the efficacy of our approach as a general tool for un-
derstanding spatiotemporal models, action recognition and
video object segmentation. We focus our study on answer-
ing the following three questions: (i) What effect does the
model architecture have on static and dynamic biases? (ii)
How does the training dataset affect these biases? (iii) What
role do units that jointly encode static and dynamic informa-
tion play in relation to the architecture and dataset?
Contributions. Overall, we make three main contributions.
(i) We introduce a general method for quantifying the static
and dynamic bias contained in spatiotemporal models, in-
cluding a novel sampling procedure to produce static and
dynamic video pairs. (ii) We propose a technique for iden-
tifying units that jointly encode static and dynamic factors.
(iii) Using the aforementioned techniques, we provide a uni-
fied study on two widely researched tasks, action recogni-
tion and video object segmentation, with a focus on the ef-
fect of architecture and training dataset on a model’s static
and dynamic biases; see Fig. 1 (bottom). Among other find-
ings, we discover in both tasks that all networks are heav-
ily static biased, except for two-stream architectures with
cross connections encouraging models to capture dynam-
ics. Additionally, we confirm that, contrary to previous be-
liefs [2, 33], the Diving48 [33] dataset is not dynamically
biased and Something-Something-v2 (SSv2) [19] is better
suited to evaluate a model’s ability to capture dynamics.

2. Related work
Interpretability of spatiotemporal models. Limited work
has been dedicated to the interpretability of spatiotempo-
ral models. Several efforts predicate model interpretation
on proxy tasks, e.g. dynamic texture recognition [20] or fu-

ture frame selection [18]. These approaches do not inter-
pret the learned representations in the intermediate layers
and in some cases require training to be performed on spe-
cific datasets [20]. Other work focused on understanding la-
tent representations in spatiotemporal models either mostly
concerned qualitative visualization [16] or a specific archi-
tecture type [51]. A related task is understanding the scene
representation bias of action recognition datasets [33, 34].
However, these efforts did not focus on the effect of dif-
ferent architectural inductive biases on the learned interme-
diate representations. Our proposed interpretability tech-
nique is the first to quantify static and dynamic biases on
intermediate representations learned in off-the-shelf models
for multiple video-based tasks. Most prior efforts focused
on a single task, and studied either datasets [33] or archi-
tectures [16, 35]. In contrast, our unified study covers six
datasets and dozens of architectures on two different tasks,
i.e. action recognition and video object segmentation.
Spatiotemporal models. Deep spatiotemporal models that
learn discriminative features across space and time have
proven effective for video understanding tasks [1, 48, 53].
Extant models can be broadly categorized (agnostic of the
downstream task) into: two-stream approaches that sepa-
rately model motion and appearance features [4, 14, 28, 38,
52], 3D convolutions that jointly model motion and appear-
ance [4], attention-based models with different forms of
spatiotemporal data association [2, 38], models relying on
recurrent neural networks [43] and hybrid models that com-
bine elements of the aforementioned models [4,38,43]. Our
approach to quantifying bias is not limited to the particulars
of a model and is applicable to all extant and future models.
We empirically demonstrate the flexibility of our approach
by evaluating a diverse set of models.
Action recognition. 3D convolutional networks are pop-
ular for learning spatiotemporal representations of videos
for action recognition, e.g. [4, 22, 29, 41, 44]. Other work
has considered two-stream architectures, where the dynam-
ics were provided directly to one of the streams as optical
flow, e.g. [15,40]. Representative of the state of the art with
convolutional networks is SlowFast [14], which is a two-
stream 3D CNN that only takes RGB videos as input. To
encourage each stream to specialize in capturing predomi-
nately static or dynamic information, the temporal sampling
rates of the inputs to each stream differ. Recently, attention
based approaches have proven to be suited to both static and
time-series visual data, including action recognition, with
variants of the transformer architecture [2, 12, 36, 45].
Video object segmentation. Deep video object segmen-
tation (VOS) approaches can be categorized as automatic,
semi-automatic and interactive [48]. In this work, we fo-
cus on automatic approaches that segment salient objects
in videos, and the related task of motion segmentation [7].
We consider two-stream models that fuse motion and ap-
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Figure 2. Overview of our method for analysing bias towards static or dynamic information. We measure the dynamic and static biases in
deep spatiotemporal models for two tasks: action recognition and video object segmentation. (1) We sample video pairs that share either
static, (vS1 , vS2 ), or dynamic, (vD1 , vD2 ), information using video stylization [42] and frame shuffling or optical flow jitter (flow visualized
in RGB format). (2) Given a pretrained model, fθ , we compute the mutual information (MI) between intermediate representations of video
pairs, zF , to assess the model’s bias toward either factor on a per-layer, l, or per-channel (i.e. unit) basis. In the supplement, we provide
stylization examples in video format as well as additional static and dynamic samples.

pearance features. We also investigate the effect of no cross
connections [28] relative to both motion-to-appearance [52]
or bidirectional [38] cross connections.

3. Methodology

We introduce a novel approach to quantify the num-
ber of units (i.e. channels in a given layer) encoding static
and dynamic information in spatiotemporal models; for an
overview, see Fig. 2. Our approach consists of two main
steps. First, given a number of pretrained spatiotemporal
models on various datasets, we sample static and dynamic
pairs of videos (Sec. 3.1). Second, we use these static
and dynamic pairs to estimate the number of units in the
model encoding each factor based on the mutual informa-
tion shared between the pairs (Sec. 3.2).

3.1. Sampling static and dynamic pairs

Why static and dynamic? We define static as ‘informa-
tion arising from single frames’ and dynamic as ‘informa-
tion arising from the consideration of multiple frames’. The
main alternative attribute to dynamics that we considered
was ‘image motion’ (i.e. trackable points or regions), but
‘motion’ is a subset of dynamic information [9,50] (e.g. sta-
tionary flashing lights have dynamics but no motion). Thus,
we consider dynamics over motion because it encompasses
a wider range of visual phenomena. In complement, we
choose the term ‘static’ over the possible alternative ‘ap-
pearance’, because dynamics also can provide appearance
information, e.g. the contour of an object, even if camou-
flaged in a single frame, can be revealed through its motion.
For our estimation technique, we produce video pairs that
contain the same static information and perturbed dynam-
ics, or vice versa, with the end goal of analyzing models
trained on large-scale real-world datasets. We now detail
our static and dynamic sampling techniques for both action

recognition and VOS, as visualized in Fig. 2 (panel 1).
Action recognition. The action recognition models we
consider take in multiple frames (four to 32). To construct
video pairs with the same dynamics but different static in-
formation (i.e. dynamic pairs), we consider the same video
but with two different video styles. For video stylization,
we use a recent video stylization method (with four possi-
ble styles) that perturbs static attributes like color, pixel in-
tensity and texture [42], but has less temporal artifacts (e.g.
flicker) than stylization methods that consider each image
independently [26]. These video pairs will contain objects
and scenes that have identical dynamics, but have perturbed
static information. To construct pairs with the same static
information but different dynamics (i.e. static pairs), we
take two videos of the same style, but randomly shuffle the
frames along the temporal axis; see Fig. 2 (panel 1, left).
In this case, the temporal correlations are altered while the
static (i.e. per-frame) information remains identical.
Video object segmentation. The VOS models consid-
ered [28, 38, 52] take a single RGB frame and an optical
flow frame as input to the appearance and motion streams,
resp.; see Fig. 2 (panel 1, right). Therefore, we apply an al-
ternative method to frame shuffling to obtain the static pairs.
For the static pair, we use RGB images with the same style
but alter the dynamics by jittering the optical flow. The
RGB flow representation is used with hue and saturation
encoding direction and magnitude, resp., and it is those pa-
rameters that we jitter. For the dynamic pairs, we use the
same optical flow but a different image style. For creating
stylized images, we use the same video stylization method
noted above for action recognition [42], and then sample
frames from the generated video.

3.2. Estimating static and dynamic units

We seek to quantify the number of units (i.e. channels)
in a layer encoding static or dynamic information as well as
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the extent to which individual units perform static, dynamic
or joint encodings. Inspired by recent work that focused on
single images [10,27], we use a mutual information estima-
tor to measure the information shared between video pairs.
Layer-wise metric. Given a pre-trained network, fθ, and a
pair of videos, vF1 and vF2 , that share the semantic factor F
(i.e. static or dynamic), we compute the features for an in-
termediate layer l as zF1 = f lθ(v

F
1 ) and zF2 = f lθ(v

F
2 ) (omit-

ting the l on z to simplify the notation). We use zF1 (i), z
F
2 (i)

to denote the ith unit (i.e. channel) in N l dimensional fea-
tures after a global average pooling layer. Our guiding
intuition for this measurement is that units biased toward
the static factor will result in a higher correlation among
static pairs than the dynamic pairs and vice versa. Under
the assumption that units in the intermediate representation
zF1 (i), z

F
2 (i) across the dataset are jointly Gaussian, the cor-

relation coefficient can be used as a lower bound on mutual
information [17,30], as used in previous work [10,27]. The
number of units encoding factor F ,NF , is obtained by com-
puting the correlation coefficient, SF , over all N l channels
between all video pairs zF1 , z

F
2 , as

NF = σ(S) ·N l =
exp (SF )
K∑
k=0

exp (Sk)

·N l,

SF =

N l∑
i=1

Covariance(zF1 (i), z
F
2 (i))√

Variance(zF1 (i)) Variance(zF2 (i))
,

(1)

where we multiply the Softmax, σ(·), by the number of
units in that layer, N l, to compute the number of units en-
coding the semantic factor F relative to the other factors
considered and K = {static, dynamic, identical}. In addi-
tion to static and dynamic, we consider a third factor in (1),
the identical factor, where the video pairs have the same
static and dynamic factors (i.e. same video, style, frame or-
dering and optical flow). This baseline factor is the correla-
tion between the model’s encoding of the same videos, that
gives SIdentical = 1 for all layers.
Unit-wise metric. The correlation coefficient, SF , esti-
mates the relative amount of static and dynamic information
over all units in a particular layer; note the pooling done by
the summation before the Softmax in the layer-wise met-
ric, (1). However, it is also desirable to measure static and
dynamic information contained in each individual channel.
This measurement allows for a more fine-grained analysis
of how many channels (i.e. units) encode a factor F above
a certain threshold, as well as identify any joint or resid-
ual (i.e. non-dynamic or static) units. Thus, we categorize
each unit based on how much information (i.e. static vs. dy-
namic) is encoded, whether any units jointly encode both
factors or if there are units that do not correlate with either
type of information. We measure the amount of static and

dynamic information encoded in each unit i ∈ 1, . . . , N l as

siF =
Covariance(zF1 (i), z

F
2 (i))√

Variance(zF1 (i))Variance(zF2 (i))
, (2)

where each siF is the information of semantic factor F in
unit i. Given these individual correlations, we calculate the
individual factors by excluding the use of a Softmax and
simply threshold the correlation for each factor with a con-
stant parameter, λ, to yield our unit-wise metrics as

NJoint =

N l∑
i=1

1[siF > λ∀F ∈ K]

NF =

N l∑
i=1

1[siF > λ ∧ sik < λ∀k ∈ K, k 6= F ]

NResidual =

N l∑
i=1

1[siF < λ∀F ∈ K],

(3)

where K = {static, dynamic}, NJoint indicates units jointly
encoding both and NResidual are units not correlating with
these factors under a certain threshold, λ. Note that we as-
sign units to either joint, dynamic, static or residual and do
not allow for an overlap to occur. This approach allows us
to investigate the existence of units that jointly encode static
and dynamic factors. For all experiments, we set λ = 0.5
since it is halfway between no and full positive correlation.
The supplement has results with varying λ.

4. Experimental results
We choose the two tasks of action recognition and video

object segmentation to demonstrate the generality of our ap-
proach. More specifically, they differ in their semantics (i.e.
multi-class vs. binary classification), labelling (i.e. video-
level vs. pixel-level), and input types (multi-frame images
vs. single frame optical flow). We explore three main re-
search questions and show the corresponding results with
respect to our quantitative techniques for both tasks: (i)
What is the effect of the model architecture on the static and
dynamic biases (Sec. 4.1)? (ii) What effect does the train-
ing dataset have on static and dynamic biases (Sec. 4.2)?
(iii) What are the characteristics of jointly encoding units in
relation to model architectures and datasets? Training and
implementation details can be found in the supplement.

4.1. What effect does model architecture have on
static and dynamic biases?

4.1.1 Action recognition

Architectures. As the field of action recognition has largely
moved away from explicit input motion representations
(e.g. optical flow), we restrict our analysis to models that
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Figure 3. Layerwise and unit analyses on action recognition networks trained on Kinetics-400 [4]. Left: Layerwise encoding of static
and dynamic factors using the layer-wise metric, (1), for: (a) single stream 3D CNNs, (b) SlowFast variants and (c) transformer variants.
SF-Slow and SF-Fast denote the representation taken before the fusion layer from the slow and fast branches, resp. Right: Estimates of
the dynamic, static, joint and residual units using the unit-wise metric, (3), on the final representation before the fully connected layer.

solely use the RGB modality. We study three types of mod-
els with respect to their static and dynamic biases: (i) sin-
gle stream 3D CNNs (i.e. C2D [49], I3D [4] and X3D [13]
models), (ii) SlowFast [14] variations, where we also study
the two streams when trained individually, referred to as
the SlowOnly and FastOnly models and (iii) transformer-
based architectures [2,12]. All models in this subsection are
trained on the Kinetics-400 dataset [4] and taken from the
SlowFast repository [14] without any training on our part
(except FastOnly, which we implement). For all models, the
number of frames and sampling rate is (8 × 8), except for
the FastOnly network (32× 2), MViT (16× 4) and TimeS-
former (8 × 32). To identify the static and dynamic units
of all models, we generate the Stylized ActivityNet [11]
validation set and use it for sampling static and dynamic
pairs. We choose this dataset since the action distribution is
similar to Kinetics-400, yet much smaller in size making it
memory efficient when computing (1) and (3).

Layer-wise analysis. The static and dynamic units of mul-
tiple spatiotemporal models are quantified in Fig. 3 (left)
using our layer-wise metric, (1). While the transformers are
measured at every layer, the convolutional architectures are
measured at five ‘stages’, corresponding to ResNet-50-like
blocks [23]. We begin our examination by comparing the
last layer (i.e. stage five) of each model, as this represen-
tation contains the final information before the model out-
put. Interestingly, all single stream networks other than the
FastOnly model are heavily biased toward static informa-
tion even though the video frames of the static pairs are ran-
domly shuffled. This result demonstrates the heavy bias to-
ward static feature representations in these models. In fact,
most of the 3D CNNs (e.g. I3D and SlowOnly) have a sim-
ilar percentage of dynamic units as the C2D network, sug-
gesting that these models do not sufficiently capture com-
plex dynamic representations.

We perform the static and dynamic estimation on the rep-
resentations for the slow and the fast branch of the Slow-
Fast model separately (i.e. before fusion of the features). As
shown in Fig. 3 (b), this dual-stream technique for captur-
ing dynamic information works well, as the fast branch has

a significant number of dynamic units, even without the use
of optical flow as input. Notably, this finding also holds for
other datasets as well (see Sec. 4.2). One key component
of the SlowFast network is the fusion branch that aims to
transfer information from the fast branch to the slow branch.
This operations is performed by concatenating the slow and
fast features followed by a time-strided convolution. Since
the SlowOnly network is simply the SlowFast network with-
out the fast branch, comparing the dynamic and static be-
tween the SlowOnly and SlowFast (slow) branch can re-
veal whether dynamic information is transferred between
the pathways. The addition of the fast pathway increases
the dynamic units in the slow pathway by 3.3% as early as
stage two. Additional experiments in the supplement show
the robustness of our conclusion with a varying number of
input frames and sampling rates.

Looking beyond solely the final layer of the models re-
veal a number of interesting observations. Fig. 3 demon-
strates how all models are biased toward static information
at the earlier layers, with a tendency to encode more dynam-
ics deeper in the network. The C2D, I3D and X3D mod-
els have only small, generally monotonic, changes in dy-
namic and static information at each stage. The SlowFast-
Fast branch has the largest change in terms of the dynamic
units, again showing the ability of the two-stream architec-
ture to capture dynamic information. Conversely, the per-
layer characteristics of static and dynamic encoding is dif-
ferent in both transformer-based architectures. They encode
an increasing amount of dynamic information up until about
halfway through the model, at which point the pattern tapers
off and even reverses slightly.

Unit-wise analysis. We now examine individual units us-
ing our unit-wise metric, (3), with λ = 0.5 and report the
results for the final representation before the fully connected
layer in Fig. 3 (right). Interestingly, all single stream mod-
els, other than FastOnly, contain mainly static and joint
units. There appears to be no difference between single-
stream transformers and CNNs in the emergence of dy-
namic or residual units. In contrast, the FastOnly model
and SlowFast-Fast branch produce a significant number of
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Figure 4. Layer and unit-wise analysis on off-the-shelf VOS networks. Left: Encoding of dynamic and static factors for motion, appearance
streams and fusion layers in FusionSeg [28], MATNet [52] and RTNet [38] using the layer-wise metric, (1). Fusion layers are mostly biased
towards the static factor. Right: Unit analysis for the three models targeting fusion layer five using the unit-wise metric, (3). MATNet has
the largest number of dynamic units. MATNet NoBAR represents MATNet without the boundary-aware refinement module.

dynamic units. Another finding consistent with the re-
sults from Fig. 3 (right), is revealed when comparing the
FastOnly model and SlowFast-Fast branch: The Fast model
extracts more dynamic information when trained jointly
with the Slow branch. These findings all together demon-
strate the efficacy of two-stream architectures with varying
capacity and frame rates. In the supplement, we verify that
this pattern of results remain consistent while varying the
threshold, λ, and provide results at multiple layers.

4.1.2 Video object segmentation

Architectures. We study the dynamic and static biases of
two-stream fusion VOS models that take two-frame opti-
cal flow and an RGB image as input, with different types
of cross connections: (i) FusionSeg [28] with no cross
connections, (ii) MATNet [52] with motion-to-appearance
cross connections and (iii) RTNet [38] with bidirectional
cross connections. For a fair comparison with the two other
models that fuse motion and appearance in the intermedi-
ate representations, we use a modified version of Fusion-
Seg [28] trained on DAVIS16 [37] in our analysis. Our
modified model follows an encoder-decoder approach [5],
resulting in two fusion layers as detailed in the supplement.
Our model achieves similar performance to the original on
DAVIS16 (70.8% vs. 70.7% mIoU). For both MATNet [52]
and RTNet [38], we use the models provided by the au-
thors without further fine-tuning. We provide an analysis on
MATNet trained only on DAVIS16 (i.e. without additional
YouTube-VOS data) in the supplement. We use a stylized
version of DAVIS16 in our analysis to evaluate the static
and dynamic biases for the previous models, with styliza-
tion according to Sec. 3.1. In the case of both motion and
appearance streams, we analyse features after cross connec-
tions, if present. In the case of fusion layers, the features ex-
tracted after the spatiotemporal attention fusion in RTNet,
and the features after scale sensitive attention in MATNet
are used. In FusionSeg, the features after the convolutional
layers fusing motion and appearance from the second and
fifth ResNet stages are used.
Layer-wise analysis. Figure 4 (left), shows the layerwise

analysis for the motion and appearance streams as well as
the fusion layers according to our layer-wise metric, (1).
Similar to our finding with the action recognition models
in Sec. 4.1.1, the majority of the video object segmentation
models are biased toward the static factor in the fusion lay-
ers (i.e. fusion layers three, four and five). We observe an
increase in the dynamic bias in the appearance stream as
we go deeper in the network, especially for RTNet. In con-
trast, the bias in the motion streams of both FusionSeg and
MATNet are somewhat consistent throughout layers. Inter-
estingly, in RTNet, the static bias increases as the represen-
tation goes deeper in the network. This result likely stems
from the bidirectional cross-connections in RTNet.
Unit-wise analysis. The individual unit analysis for these
models obtained using our unit-wise metric, (3), with λ =
0.5 is shown in Fig. 4 (right) for fusion layer five. MATNet
has a nontrivial increase of dynamics biased units compared
to the other models. In contrast, RTNet and FusionSeg show
a greater number of jointly encoding units, coming at the
expense of units biased toward the static and dynamic fac-
tors. This pattern suggests that cross connections, as present
in MATNet, can lead to an increase in the specialized units
that encode the static and dynamic factors in the late fusion
layers. We also show MATNet trained without its boundary-
aware refinement module and boundary loss, as “MATNet
NoBAR”, confirming the source behind such an increase are
the motion-to-appearance cross connections.

As with action recognition, experiments in the supple-
ment demonstrates that our observations are robust with re-
spect to different fusion layers, variations of the threshold,
λ, and training dataset variations (i.e. without YouTube-
VOS). In the supplement, we also demonstrate that motion-
to-appearance cross connections relate to the performance
for a task requiring dynamic information (i.e. the segmenta-
tion of camouflaged moving objects (MoCA) [31]).

4.1.3 Summary and shared insights

We have shown in both action recognition and video seg-
mentation that the majority of the examined state-of-the-art
models are biased toward encoding static information. We
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SSv2 28.2 30.7 31.6 21.9

SlowOnly
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Figure 5. Analyses of biases of action recognition datasets.
Left: Dynamic and static dimensions using the layer-wise metric,
(1), for networks trained on Kinetics-400 [4], Diving48 [33] and
SSv2 [19]. Right: Relative percentage drop in Top 1 Accuracy
(%) for the SlowOnly and FastOnly models trained with shuffled
frames with respect to the baseline (i.e. standard training). SSv2
drops more in performance than Diving48 or Kinetics-400.

also demonstrated the efficacy of two-stream models with
motion-to-appearance [52] (fast-to-slow [14]) cross connec-
tions to enable greater encoding of dynamic information.
Finally, we documented that the final layers of dynamic bi-
ased models are capable of producing a significant amount
of specialized dynamic units compared to the joint units
produced by static biased models.

4.2. How does the training dataset affect static and
dynamic biases?

4.2.1 Action recognition

Datasets. With the knowledge that action recognition mod-
els often use static context biases in the data to make predic-
tions (e.g. [6,8]), we consider datasets in the following eval-
uations which were designed with the goal of benchmarking
a model’s ability to capture dynamic information. Two pop-
ular datasets of this type are Something-Something-v2 [19]
(SSv2) and Diving48 [33]. SSv2 is a fine-grained ego-
centric dataset with 174 classes and over 30,000 unique
objects. Notably, different actions in SSv2 include similar
appearance but different motions, e.g. the classes ‘moving
something from right-to-left’ and ‘moving something from
left-to-right’. Diving48 [33] was created to be “a dataset
with no significant biases toward static or short-term motion
representations, so that the capability of models to capture
long-term dynamics information could be evaluated” [32].
All actions are a particular type of dive and differ by only a
single rotation or flip. We compare Kinetics-400, Diving48
and SSv2 to determine the extent that each dataset requires
dynamics for action recognition.
Dataset bias. We use the layerwise metric, (1), to estimate
the static and dynamic units captured in the last layer of
two models trained on the three datasets, as shown in the
table of Fig. 5 (left). We generate Stylized SSv2 and Styl-
ized Diving48 to produce the static and dynamic estimates
(and continue using Stylized ActivityNet for Kinetics-400
trained models). We measure the last layer, as the final pre-
diction is made directly from it and thus is most represen-
tative of what information the model uses for the final pre-

0 20 40 60 80 100
Diving48

Kinetics

SSv2

Units Encoding Factor F (%)

Dynamic Static Joint Residual

0 20 40 60 80 100
Diving48

Kinetics

SSv2

Units Encoding Factor F (%)

Dynamic Static Joint Residual

Figure 6. Estimating the dynamic, static, joint, and residual units
using the unit-wise metric, (3), for the SlowOnly (left) and Fas-
tOnly (right) models on Kinetics-400 [4], Diving48 [33] and
SSv2 [19]. Dynamic units arise from dynamic-biased models (e.g.
FastOnly) and residual units from training on Diving48.

diction. The SlowOnly and FastOnly architectures follow a
similar pattern to that found in Sec. 4.1, with the FastOnly
consistently capturing more dynamic information. Surpris-
ingly, models trained on Diving48 capture a similar amount
of dynamics compared to Kinetics. These results may seem
curious at first, as it seems unlikely that models could per-
form well on Diving48 without dynamic information.

To further understand and confirm this result, we con-
duct a simple experiment, where the model only has static
information to learn from. As discussed in Sec. 3.1, frame-
shuffled videos will have the same static information as a
non-shuffled input, but the temporal correlations, and hence
dynamic information, will be corrupted. This manipulation
forces the model to focus on static information for classifi-
cation. We compare the top-1 validation accuracy of models
trained and validated on shuffled frames to that of models
with standard training. Fig. 5 (right) shows the results of
the SlowOnly and FastOnly networks on Diving48, SSv2
and Kinetics-400, in terms of the relative performance on
shuffled frames compared to unshuffled. For a fair compar-
ison, we initialize all models from Kinetics-400. Both mod-
els show strong relative performance when trained to clas-
sify shuffled videos for Diving48 and Kinetics-400; how-
ever, for SSv2 the classification performance is decreased
to a greater extent when trained on shuffled frames. These
results show that SSv2 is a better alternative for benchmark-
ing temporally capable networks.
Individual units analysis. Figure 6 shows the individual
units (from the last layer) for two models (one static biased,
SlowOnly, and one dynamic biased, FastOnly) on Kinetics-
400, Diving48 and SSv2. The SlowOnly model trained on
Kinetics-400 contains only static and joint units. However,
when trained on Diving48 or SSv2, both residual and dy-
namic units emerge, demonstrating the impact of the train-
ing dataset on producing specialized units. This finding is
consistent across all static biased architectures; see supple-
ment. Unlike the SlowOnly model, the FastOnly model
contains many dynamic units trained on any dataset, show-
ing the efficacy of the architecture for producing specialized
dynamic units. Interestingly, each dataset is unique in the
type of units that emerge. Diving48 produces residual units,
suggesting there are other factors at play beyond dynamic
and static information. On the other hand, SSv2 produces
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Dataset Fusion Layer 5 Fusion Layer 2
Dyn.(%) Stat.(%) Dyn.(%) Stat.(%)

DAVIS 27.8 30.1 34.0 25.9
ImageNetVID 26.4 33.1 33.0 24.6

TAO-VOS 26.4 25.8 33.7 23.2

Table 1. Biases of video object segmentation datasets using the
layer-wise metric, (1), for FusionSeg’s fusion layers five and two,
trained on DAVIS16 [37], ImageNetVID [28] and TAO-VOS [46].

the most dynamic units for both models. The supplement
shows this observation is consistent with other models.

4.2.2 Video object segmentation

Datasets. We study the impact of the following three
VOS datasets on a model’s static and dynamic biases:
DAVIS16 [37], Weakly Labelled ImageNet VID [28] and
TAO-VOS [46]. DAVIS16 [37] is the most widely used
benchmark for automatic VOS, with 50 short-temporal ex-
tent sequences of two to four seconds and 3455 manu-
ally annotated frames. ImageNet VID [28] contains 3251
weakly labelled videos and was used in previous work to
pretrain a model’s motion stream [28]. Here, we use it as a
general training dataset, i.e. beyond just for motion streams,
to assess its impact. Finally, TAO-VOS [46] contains 626
relatively long videos (36 seconds on average) that are an-
notated in a hybrid fashion between manually and weakly
labelled frames, resulting in 74,187 frames. We convert the
annotations to exclude instances and instead consider fore-
ground/background annotations only.
Dataset bias. We train our modified version of FusionSeg
with early (layer two) and late (layer five) fusion layers on
our three datasets. We compute the static and dynamic bi-
ases for the training datasets using the layer-wise metric,
(1), and report the results in Table 1. The model trained on
TAO-VOS has the least amount of static bias out of all three
datasets. However, it appears that the datasets do not differ
significantly in their dynamic bias. These results are further
explored, by analyzing the specialized dynamic and jointly
encoding units, as discussed in the next section.
Individual units analysis. We analyse the datasets in terms
of the individual unit analysis using the unit-wise metric,
(3), with λ = 0.5. It is seen in Fig. 7 (left) that models
trained on TAO-VOS produce the highest number of spe-
cialized dynamic biased units, unlike DAVIS16 and Ima-
geNet VID that show more joint units. To explore this mat-
ter further, we evaluate the center bias for the three datasets
by calculating the average (normalized to 0-1) number of
groundtruth segmentation masks for each pixel over the en-
tire dataset, with results shown in Fig. 7 (right). It is seen
that for both layers, the percentage of specialized dynamic
units is greatest for the dataset that has least center bias, i.e.
TAO-VOS, as its center bias map is far more diffuse than
the others. These observations have implications for how
the datasets can be used best for different tasks. For exam-
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Fusion Layer 5
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Units Encoding Factor F (%)
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Figure 7. Analyses of biases of VOS datasets. Left: Estimating
the dynamic, static, joint and residual units using the unit-wise
metric, (3), for FusionSeg’s fusion layers five and two trained on
DAVIS16 [37], ImageNetVID [28] and TAO-VOS [46]. Right:
Center bias plots for the three datasets. The results show the emer-
gence of more dynamic units for both fusion layers when trained
on the least center biased dataset (i.e. TAO-VOS).

ple, more general motion segmentation without concern for
centering, might be better served by training with a dynamic
biased dataset (e.g. TAO-VOS) unlike static biased datasets
(e.g. DAVIS16 and ImageNet VID).

4.2.3 Summary and shared insights

We have shown the effect of training datasets on both
tasks. Our results raise questions about some of the widely
adopted datasets in action recognition. In particular, Div-
ing48 is claimed to be a good benchmark for learning dy-
namics [33]. Instead, our results suggest that SSv2 is better
suited for evaluating a model’s ability to capture dynamics.
In video object segmentation, we found training on TAO-
VOS yields the largest number of specialized dynamic units.
Thus, it may be a better training dataset for tasks that rely
on capturing dynamics (e.g. motion segmentation).

5. Conclusion
This paper has advanced the understandability of learned

spatiotemporal models for video understanding, especially
action recognition and video object segmentation. We have
introduced a general method for analyzing the extent that
various architectures capitalize on static vs. dynamic infor-
mation. We also showed how our method can be applied
to investigate the static vs. dynamic biases in datasets. Fu-
ture work can apply our method to additional video under-
standing tasks (e.g. action prediction) as well as use insights
gained on particular models and datasets to improve their
performance and applicability (e.g. reduce identified biases
for better generalization to new data).
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